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About Project Planet 
This is Oly Rush, Oly set up _projectplanet_ in 2018. 

About Oly
As a child Oly was a successful competitive club swimmer and the passion for swimming and the 
water has never gone away. He loves the sea and is passionate about minimising the impact we have 
on the oceans. Last year Oly swam 100 miles in 10 days raising money for this cause and this year's 
challenge is even bigger. He’s currently looking for a sponsor (or sponsors) to cover the costs of this 
year's swim in order that all money raised can go directly to the charity. Last years swim can be found 
under the hashtag #swimjurassic

Previous Challenge 2020                                     Raised essential funds for: 

Last year (2020) Oly swam 100 miles over 10 days, over the entire
Jurassic coast to raise money for two local environmental charities
he works closely with. “We raised £10,000 and have since purchased
essential equipment including a boat which has massively increased
the work we can safely and effectively carry out.”

To find out more check out #swimjurassic on Instagram 

This year's Challenge 2021
This year's swim challenge is even bigger than last years… swimming
solo around the Isle of Wight! To make it even more challenging 
Oly will be attempting to set a World Record time of sub 26hrs.
This swim has only been completed 4 times previously.  

    The swim starts and finishes in the vicinity of Seaview and is
    65 miles long.  So far we have an exciting team coming together   
 wit   with Scott Dawson, who successfully completed the swim in 2016 
    (in around 26hrs) and world record holding sailor Brian Thompson!
    The pair  worked together on the 2016 swim and have invaluable
    knowledge on the tides around the island. 

Olys training plan has been written out by Marc Newman, a highly respected and multiple record 
holding open water swimmer. The intense training programme will see training swims as long as 12 
hours and up to 6 days a week. Oly will also have perfomance nutrition expert David Starr PhD(c) CSCS 
CISSN from EatDrinkWin.co.uk working closely to ensure he is fully fuelled up for this ultra swim.

This year
we are 
raising
funds for: 

www.projectplanet.earth

Plastic pollution is widespread, and
I have an overwhelming urge to do
as much as I can to clean it up and
implement change. I'm fortunate
enough to work closely with two organisations Clean Jurassic 
Coast CIC and Oceans To Earth CIC.  We carry out vital work 
along the Jurassic coastline and in local education. This year's 
swim will be aimed at raising awareness about the devastating 
impact we are having on the planet”

“

Brian ThompsonScott Dawson



Previous coverage

Last years #swimjurassic was covered by many media outlets including…
BBC Radio Solent, various newspapers and on BBC South Today ,  

Interviews can be found on Oly’s instagram page _projectplanet_
or by searching online for #swimjurassic

Sponsorship opportunities
Support Boat mast
Support Boat 
Wetsuit 
Website banners
Swim cap
Instagram promotion

What we need funds for
As you can imagine, attempting something like this takes a bit or organising
with safety being at the core. To do this we need the following:

• Support Boat for 2 days

• Safety Rib for 6 days (4 x training swims and main event)

• Event/safety coordinators, tidal planning, skippers etc. 

Additional costings

• Swim kit, wetsuit, goggles etc approx £800

• Food/nutrition for training swims, and feeding the
   crew on the event approx £500-£700

• Live website GPS tracker costs

• Sports Physio

• Nutritionist

We are aiming for all funds raised during the event being
able to go to the chosen charities so we are looking for
sponsors to help cover these costs.

Current Sponsors
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Contact Oly:  07843 619530  /  projectplanet@yahoo.com 
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